July 24, 2009

TOPIC: New EFM Training Website:
https://training.geosolinc.com/100/vos12000000v100/

Employ Florida Marketplace (EFM) Update

Please note the new site for the Employ Florida Marketplace (EFM) training site used by staff for training and practice purposes is
https://training.geosolinc.com/100/vos12000000v100/. There is not any production data on the training site, just the training data that is entered.

To set up new accounts, the Regional Security Officers (RSOs) should go to
https://training.geosolinc.com/100/vos12000000v100/admin. The log-in for the administrative site for training has not changed; it is still admin/admin123. Existing training user accounts previously established are still active.

Thank you.
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